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University of California
198 McALLISTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALiFORNIA 94102

FEE INCREASE
. PROPOSED
by Harry Styron
The ASH Council, on the recommendation of the ASH Finance Committee, has resolved to submit to
the Hastings' student body a proｰｯｾ･､＠
increase in the student activity fee, which is collected with
registration fees, from the current
$5.00 per year to $5.00 per semester.
The referendum on this proposal
will be conducted during the week of
November 26. First year students
will vote in their classes on Wednesday or Thursday. Second and
third year ｾｴｵ､･ｮｳ＠
may vote in
the elevator lobby facing Hyde
Street by presenting their registration card on Tuesday, Wednesday
or Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m.
Forum to discuss proposed student
activity fee increase. Tuesday,
November 20 11:30 a.m., Classroom
F. ASH treasurer and members of
the Finance Committee will be
there to answer questions and hear
your opinions.

Over the past few weeks the
ASH ｆｩｾ｡ｮ｣･＠
Committee has been
holding hearings with the various
student organizations at Hastings
to determine .what financial support they require from Hastings,
and ASH. In this process, it has
become apparent that the amount
of money available from the student activity fee each year, approximately $7500.00 would be ｮｯｾ＠
where near adequate to fund the
various proposals for projects
put forward by the organizations.
The total budget requests amounted
to slightly less than $22,000.00.
The choices this left the finance committee were to either
eliminate some groups from the
budget and support the projects
of some of the others, or to allocate token amounts to each of
the groups to provide them with
housekeeping funds, thereby making
impossible the completion of any
of the projects submitted. While
the former proposal has the merit
of getting at least something
done, it requires a degree of wisdom in choosing between alternative
priorities which is not possessed
by the members of the finance committee. We therefore chose to allocate token amounts to everyone.
When it was realized that this
would be the outcome of the allocation process, the finance committee began to discuss with those
continued on page 3

Hastings' alumni discuss alternatives in the practice of law
before an overflow group of students during the Law Practice Forum.

SECOND SUCCESSFUL
LAW PRACTICE FORUM
by Libby Strobe
The second Alumni Association
Law Practice Forum took place on
Friday, November 2. The student
response to the first Forum held
last year made this program into an
annual event at Hastings. The
tremendous turnout for this year ' s
program assures permanence as well
as expansion in the future . Student
attendance this year more than

doubled that of the first program.
Alumni John J. Vlahos, '61 of
Hanson, Bridgett, Marcus and Jenkins
and Jerome Marks,r64 of the Hastings
faculty were again the coordinators
of the program. Twenty- one other
alumni joined them for the afternoon as t'hey addressed some <,80

continued on page 8

INTERVIEW
BIAS BRINGS SANCTIONS
The Faculty Financial Aid and
Placement Committee met unexpectedly Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in the
first floor faculty lounge. The
meeting vms called by Dean Anderson
in response to complaints from
women students concerning an incident involving an ｩｮｴ･ｲｶｷｾ＠
firm on campus October 31.
The incident occurred in the
context of a regularly scheduled
morning coffee discussion for
interviewers and iLterested women
students sponsored by the Hastings
Women's Task Force on Employment.
The two male interviewers present
displayed an almost. crude disregard not only for women studen"s,
but also for the anti-discrimination policies expressed by law in
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.
Along with other blatantly sexist statements, one of the interviewers dismissed Title VII and
the EEOC guidelines promulgated
thereunder as "horseshit." The
contention expressed by the two

interviewers was ttat Vlomen applicants must be asked questions regarding marriage aLd ｣ｨｩｬ､｢･｡ｲｮｾ＠
plans. since, as i was explained,
ttese questions are highJy relevant in ttat the firm ｭｵｳｾ＠
make
tte assumption that all normal
women will marry. ｾｭ､＠
tave children and eventually leave. Naturally law firms must also consider
the wishes of their clients--and
what client would war,t or trust
a pregnant lawyer? The net result,
of course, is that Vlomen, or
"normal" women, are not hired.
The incident precipitated a
discussion between Dean Anderson
and concerned worr.er, students. A
meeting with the interviewers was
arranged. In the course of the
afternoon meeting attended by Dean
Ar:derson and four Ha stings women·,
the interviewers evidenced the
same discriminatory attitudes, albeit couched in somewhat subtler
language. The result of the meeting lms the decision of Dean
continued on page 4
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EDITORIAL

staff

.-.

MO N EYLESS MISERIES
The ASH finance Committee has
placed into referendum a proposal
to double student fees, The editorial staff of the Law News supports, this proposal fully. Here
are a few of our reasons: Inflation
has severely cut the purchasing
effectiveness of a $5 student fee
charge. Other schools in the
area, realizing the cost of adequate student programs and services
have much larger student fees.
Hastings College of the Law is
the fourth largest law school in
the nation. It deserves student
programs commensurate with its
status. A law school's reputation
is not based only on admission
standards, the faculty and the
law review. The total quality of
student life is promulgated to
the general community through the
activities and pUblications supported by student fees. In addition
if Hastings is going to have a
Legal Education Opportunity Program, then it should' do it right.
The student groups involved with
the LEOP program do not consider
the amounts allocated to them as
satisfactory to meet their needs.
One argument against the proposal raising student fees is that
the current charge of $5 prevents
featherbedding, log-rolling, dog-

kicking and junketing. True to
some extent. As it is now there
is no"cushion" money. But there
is also no money to meet certain
minimum requirements.
The Hastings Law News, for example, is planning to come out only
once a month next semester, albeit
with a couple of special editions
on art and employment.
This may strike you as having
little importance, but one major
effect will be that the Law News
will no longer be an effective
forum for controversies which need
immediate promulgation. For example, this semester the Law News
came out earlier than planned in
order to have some 'effect on the
faculty vote on the restructuring
proposal of the faculty advisory
committees. Also, we came out with
a special moratorium issue as our
commitment to a grave national
problem.
Next semester we will not have
the money (or the time) to effectively promulgate serious school
issues. This semester, the editorial staff of the taw News decided
to cancel one issue. The effect
was that the campus furor over
hiring discrimination against
women will be reported two weeks
late.

SINKING TO THEIR LEVEL
The stink of the "Watergate Aroma"
has permeated to all levels.
Recently, Hastings students were exposed to some campaign "dirty tricks'
of the most picayune nature, but
this time the stench emanated from
the radical left,
In the recent municipal elections
the S.F. Examiner had recommended,
in accord with its conservative political stance, a 'YES' vote on
prop, 1, the State taxing initative,
and a 'YES' vote on the School Bonds
issue. It also recommended a 'NO'

vote on both prop. K, district
election of Supervisors, and prop.
L, the 30 for 40 pay proposal.
The recommended YES and No votes
on these proposals were deftly
switched by the Phantom Zeroxer,
who then posted his/her forgeries
around the Hastings building.
Thus is reached the :)1eight of
hypocrisy. A voice gone hoarse crying "Impeachment", while the hand
dabbles in the same tactics that
form a part of the impeachable
offense,
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AN ASIDE
This is the last issue of the
LAW NEWS of the semester and it
seems appropriate for the staff to
offer a few words to those of you
who might be in need of a few words.
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!!!
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS ...
MERRY CHRISTMAS ...
HAPPY NEW YEAR ...
SEE YOU IN THE MOVIES ...
in that order.

A STUDY IN EVOLUTION
The Law News
Then ••• And Now
1963-4 VOIR DIRE STAFF

1(0lA OIl'U: ST .... "'F APP'OIHTEES IHCLUD£(LCI"'T TO RIGHT) CLAY HAUPE.AT, FIltATU"E EDITOR,
SAM II"AIZELL, EDITOR IN eMI!: .... JACK COLISTA""
MANAGING EOITO". AND WALLY aO"HIEM'l:IC".
HEWS EOITO .. , OTHER 5TA ...... APPOINTMENTS INCLUDE KEITH WIN.ELL, LAVOUT SUPC"VlaoA.
PETE "'HHUS, .USINESS MANAGER AHD GA£G ARCH.ALD, SENIOR aT ...... ,.. WRITER.

Starting the 1973-4 school year are LAW NEWS stafrers
from left to right, Rob Lawler, Dave Hammer, Mike Freed,
Dan Donovan, Mark Rennie, and A.M. Young, aspiring.
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FEES INCREASE
continued from page 1
organizations it was interviewing
whether they might have alternative sources of funds. We suggested to some of the groups where it
seemed appropriate that they might
be able to raise contributions or
sponsor fund-raising activities.
Almost uniformly the response was
that the dual responsibilities of
conducting whatever program was
advocated and surviving in law
school left too little time for
members of the organizations to
effectively hustle money.
The committee then considered
whether it might be practical to
increase the student activity fee.
To get an idea of what was the
normal fee in the area we contacted several of the local law
schools. The school with the lowest fee is Stanford, at $18.00
a year. It is interesting to note
that the policy at Stanford is
for each group wishing to receive
student financial support to go
to the student body as a whole
with its request. The next lowest
is USF with $32.00. The highest
of the schools surveyed was
Berkeley, at $37.50 each year. In
evaluating these amounts, it is
important to remember that each
of the schools supports a student
union and, except for Berkeley
where the newspaper· is entrely
self-supporting, a major college
daily paper.
With this information, and the
condition of the budget-allocation
process in hand, the finance committee requested ASH Council to
consider holding a referendum of
the student body on whether to
raise the activity fee. Out of
that meeting came the figure $5.00
per semester, which would raise
approximately $15,000.00 each
year. This is slightly less than
the budget requests for this year,
but makes possible more realistic
cnoices between the muscle and
the fat of proposed projects rather
than the wholesale slaughter of
everything.
In order to provide the student
body with a rational basis on which
to decide whether or not to support
the ASH proposal, we have included
below a listing of all of the
organizations which have requested
financial support, the amount for
whhich they have been budgeted,
the amount they requested, and a
short statement of what they told
us about their projects. (Note:
the projects outlined are those
tha t would be undertaken i f the
full amounts requested were available.)
ASH COUNCIL: budgeted $1800; requested $2900. Provides office
space, telephone service, mimeograph service and general supportive services to all other organizations. Publishes the evaluation of
the faculty members each spring for
use by students in selecting classes
One time only expenditure in conjunction with the Law News for the
purchase of an electric typewriter.
HASTINGS LAW NEWS: budgeted $1800;
requested $2574. Propeeed to publish 16 issues during the 1973-74
budget year. Has operating budget
deficit carryover from prior budget of approximately $700. It
seems unnecessary to point out
that you would not be reading this
article if it did not exist. (Eds.
note: The Law News is a bargain.

Each student will receive about
150 pages for about $1.25. )
CHICANO LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
budgeted $500; requested $3200.
Operates a legal assistance office
in the Mission District for persons whose native language is
Spanish, thereby ｰｲｯｶｩ､ｉｾ＠
clinical
experience for stUdents as well as
otherwise unavailable legal assistance to a part of the San Francisco community. Recruits Spanish
surnamed stUdents for the Hastings
LEOP program.
BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
budgeted $500 ; requested $1134.
Proposes to publish a bulletin to
meet the needs of entering black
stUdents for information about
Hastings and about living conditions in the City. Recruits black
stUdents for the LEOP program.
Proposes to conduct a conference
of black law stUdents to exchange
information about potential LEOP
recruits.
NATIVE AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION: budgeted $500; ｲ･ｾ＠
quested $700. ｐｲｯｰｳ･ｾ｣ｵｩｴ＠
Native American Students for the
LEOP program at Hastings.
ASIAN STUDENT'S LAW ASSOCIATION: .
budgeted $500; requested $1450.
Proposed to conduct conferences
of Asian law students to exchange
information on employment opportunities and to aid in locating
recruits for the LEOP program.
WOMEN'S UNION: budgeted $500;
requested $2900. Proposed to provide the following services:
1. Task force on employment, to
conduct discussions with interviewers who come to Hastings as
part of the placement program to
encourage the hiring of women.
2. Task force on Health, to conduct
education program on self-help
medical care, and on the legal
problems of licensing para-medical
persom:lel.
3. Task force on recruitment, to
encourage women to enter the legal
profession.

HAIGHT-ASBURY LEGAL PROJECT:.
budgeted $500; requested $2090.
Operates legal assistance office
in the Haight. Provides clinical
experience for studetns, principally in the area of landlordtenant relations. The project has
handled an average of 30 cases a
month since the beginning of June.
Prinicpal expenses are rent and
office service costs.
HASTINGS CHILD CARE CENTER:
budgeted $400; requested . $928.
Provides licensed day care for
children of students at approximately $5.50 per day per child.
Defers expenses through its own
fees and fund-raising projects.
Proposes to purchase paint for
redecorating, purchase toys for
the children, and defray certain
insurance expenses.
HASTINGS INDIGENT CRIMINAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM: budgeted $100;
requested $147.50. Provides ｲ･ｾ＠
search assistance for incarcerated
persons seeking to file petitions
with the courts.

LAW STUDENTS COMMITTEE FOR HUMANE
PRISONER TREATtffiNT: budgeted $150;
requested $625. Seeks to end the
use of California prisoners as
medical guinea pigs. Seeks to end
the treatment of criminality by
psycho-surgery, psycho-pharmacology
and by aversion therapy techniques
such as electric shock "treatment".
Principle expenses are for educating and communicating with the
general public to raise concern
anc public pressure toward treating
prisoners as human beings rather
than exnerimental animals.
WOMEN'S PRISON PROJECT: budgeted
$150; requested $570. Proposes to
condUct classes at the women's
prison at Frontera, in Southern
California, to educate the inmates
as to their legal rights, and
means to insure that those rights
are not encroached upon by the
authorities.
NATIONAL LAWYER'S GUILD: budgeted
$150; requested $469. Provides
speakers and films on a variety
of subjects for the information
of the student body. Provides free
distribution of the NLG paper
Conspiracy, the cost of which is
its principle expense.
INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY: budgeted
$130; requested $460. Provides
educational programs on international law. Sponsors participation in
International Moot Court and the
Model U.N. International Court of
Justice.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW QUARTERLY:
budgeted $100; requested $1000.
Proposes to publish a law review
of constitutional topics of current interest. Requests funding
for this year only, as will, if
successful this year, become a
part of the curriculum funded by
the school.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY:
budgeted $150; requested $300.
Has proposed to accumulate a research collection on environmental
litigation in the Hastings library,
for which purpose has obtained
agreement from Sierra Club to match
funds and from Hastings librarian
to match the combined total from
the club and the Sierra Club.
NATIONAL PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH
GROUP: budgeted $100; requested
ｾ＠
This group-rs-in the process
of developing its own independent
sources of funding. The Hastings
chapter has requested funds to
defray start-up administrative
expenses.
GAY LAW STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION:
budgeted $75; requested $215.
Proposed ｾｯｬ･｣ｴ＠
the cases which
have arisen in police attempts
to supress homosexual activity
into a defense manual, which can
then be used in future defenses in
lieu of re-researching the area
on each occasion, thereby reducing
the cost of defense.
INTRAMURALS: budgeted $100; requested $245. About 400 persons
currently participate in one of
the intramural sports. Propose
to purchase equipment for additional sports.
RUGBY: budgeted $75; requested
ｾ＠
Approximately 55 persons
participate. Expenses are for
equipment, principally first-aid
supplies!
USHERING: budgeted $20; requested
$46. Provides free tickets to
San Francisco cultural events for
students who will usher at them.
Expenses are for printing and
obtaining passes for events.
STUDENT INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION
SOCIETY: budgeted $20; requested
$122. sponsors educational programs
concerning transcendental meditation.
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INTERVIEW

WOMEN
by Priscilla Wheeler
sex. The foregoing rules are
Title VII of the Civil Rights
qualified only in those extremely
Act of 1964, amended by the Equal
rare situations where sex may be
Oppotunity Act of 1972 prohibits
in fact a bona fide occupational
employment discrimination based
qualification for a particular
upon race, color, religion, sex,
job, e.g. an actress.
or national origin by employers,
The new guidelines, however,
unions, and employment agencies
substantially expand upon those
in the private sector. The Act
activities which will be considproscribes such discrimination in
ered unlawful sex discrimination.
hire and discharge, as well as in
Briefly, the new provisions proall other aspects of the employvide that:
ment relationship, such as compen1. Employment policies that exsation, promotion, termination
clude women from jobs because of
and application of benefit propregnancy are unlawful.
grams.
2. Benefits under health or
"Sex" was added to the legislainsurance plans for sickness or
tive proposal by a few southern
temporary disability must be exsenators as a joke. No one is
tended to female employees dislaughing now for more than oneabled by pregnancy, miscarriage,
half of all Title VII litigation
abortion, childbirth or recovery
now involves sex-related discrimfrom any of these,"on the same
ination charges.
terms and conditions as they are
The Equal Employment Opportunity
applied to other temporary disabCommission (EEOC) was given priilities."
mary responsibility for adminis3. Leaves of absence provisions
tration of the Act. In this role
must be extended to both married
the EEOC periodically issues
and unmarried women to include
various guidelines concerning inleave time for pregnancy-related
terpretation of the Act. These
guidelines are given substantial
reasons, and must be of sufficient
weight by the courts. On March 31,
duration to accomodate such ab1972, the EEOC issued some signisences. However, an employer canficant revisions in its guidelines
not require all female employees
on sex djscrimination,
to take a leave at a certain time
in their pregnancy, such as after
The revised guidelines reiterate
certain principles which have
7 months. The woman's continued
already become familiar. Thus, it
capacity to work is subject to
is unlawful to refuse to hire an
individual determination, largely
individual based upon stereotypes
between the employee and her
of the sexes, e.g. women have a,
doctor. (This issue is before the
higher turnover or absentee rate,
Supreme Court this term. )
men are less capable of assembling
4. Fringe benefits, including
iLtricate equipment; or because
medical, hospital, accident, life
the employer might have to provide
insurance and retirement benefits,
separate facilities. An employer
as well as profit-sharing and
cannot treat women differently
bonus plans, must be extended
in reliance upon state laws which
equally to women.
prohibit or limit female employ5. Certain beneficial provisions
ment, e.g. restrictions on type
of state protection laws, such
of occupation, hours of work,
as overtime pay and 'rest periods,
lifting of weights. It is unlawful
which have been limited to women,
to classify jobs as male or female
must be extended to men.
or to maintain separate lines of
Title VII of the Civil Rights
progression or separate seniority
Act of 1964 applies to all employlists. It is unlawful to forbid
ers in the United States with
or restrict the employment of
more than fifteen employees.
married women, or to refuse to
A copy of this legislation and
hire women who have children untr.e EEOC regulations has been
less the same rule applies to men.
placed ｾｮ＠
reserve by the Women's
I t is unlawful in help wanted
Task Force on Employment at the
advertising to indicate a preferloan desk in the library.
ence or specification based on

I
ｾＱｈｉｴＢｕｬｮ
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WOMAN'S EMPLOYMENT CRUISE
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continued from page 1
Anderson to cal! for a meeting
of the Faculty Placement Committee
on Tuesday, Nov. 6 to discuss possible action.
About forty interested students
gathered in the faculty lounge
for the Tuesday meeting. The
committee was chaired by Dean
Riegger, and other faculty members
consisted of Professors Grodin,
Rothwell, Downs and Marks. Of
the proposed students members
(appointment to be effective in
December, ) only one, Tom Schiff,
was present.
The pertinent facts of the incident were related by Carolyn
Rose, a third-year transfer student from Southwestern/ Law School.
After much discussion, including
a statement by Dean Anderson that
there was "no question" as to the
discriminatory content in the
statements expressed to him by
the interviewers, a motion was
presented by Professor Grodin,
asking the committee to find that
the firm in question had failed
to comply with the non-discrimination policies of the law school.
Specifically the statement referred to the manner in which the
firm conducted interviews in
relation to preemployment inquiries which reflected discrimination
against prospective female employees.
The motion was seconded and
carried unanimously. It was further agreed that a letter containing this finding be sent to the
firm along with a statement of
withdrawal by the school of the
privilege of utilizing the placement office facilities until the
firm submitted adequate proof of
affirmative action designed to
correct the discriminatory policy
expressed by its interviewers.
Carbon copies of this letter will
be sent to every California law
school as well as to a number of
Eastern law schools.
Following this action by the
committee, a proposal was presented by Marcia Rosen, IIE,on behalf
of the Women's Task Force that
an ad-hoc faculty-student committee be established to deal with
such grievances in the future.
The proposed committee would consist of representatives of the
faculty, the Women's Task Force.
an ASH representative and a representative from each minority
students association on campus.
In an advisory capacity, the committee would ｩｮｾｬｵ､･＠
a non-voting
chairperson as well as the placement
director. This proposal was accepted for "consideration" by the committee and Dean Anderson asserted
that some action will be taken
within the week.
ｾＮｱＬ＠
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- CRISIS RESOLVED

USF

VIEW POINT:

by Rod Wi cker s
As you r e call f r om an earlier
issue, the Univers ity of San Fran｣ｩｾｯ＠
was having some seri ous confrontations wi t h both the student s
and the professor s at Kendri ck Hall.
Coincidentally, both i ssues seem
to have been re soved
to have been resolved at t he same
time.
Students: Essentially , the student s
claimed that the law school was
being treated discriminatorily and
that- the u
that the University was not following-through on their agreement s to Sl
sustain improvements at Kendrick
Hall.
Recently, the students obtained
many concessions from the University. In consideration for disc ontinued
tinuing the sui t the students received the f ollowing concessions:
1. The number of permanent professors will be increased.
2. Financial aid will be increased.
3. Kendrick Hall will be allow:d to
solicit funds from their alumnl and
designate those funds for the law
scr.ool.
.
4. There will be a permanent POS1tion in the graduate placement services for a law school ｲ･ｰｳｮｴ｡ｾ＠
tive.
5. There will be a permanent representative for the law school on the

Future Clinical Developments

I n gener al , the Univer s i ty has for mal ly announced its i ntention to impr ove and augment the pr esent capabiliti es of the law school .
Pr ofessor s: While the students at tacked the University from one angle
t he l aw pr ofessors gained ｧｲｯｾ､＠
from another. Vfuer. the budget cuts
were ｡ｮｯｾ｣･､Ｌ＠
the salaries were
al so frozen . And more importantly,
the president of the Univer sity re fused to bar gain with the professors.
Consequent l y , a majority of the profe s sor s at Kendr i ck Hall instituted
pr oc eed i ngs with the NLRB to establi sh t heir gr oup as an "appr opriate
bargaining unit" fo r the l aw professors .

LAW PROFESSORS PREVAIL
On November 12, 1973, the NLRB
made t heir conc lusions and or der ed
and election at Kendrick Hall. In
other words, it agreed that the l aw
professors constit uted an.app:opriate bargaining unit by reJ ectl ng
the University' s contention that
all of the Universi t y's profes sor s
must be included.
It appears t hat both groups have
won decisive victories over the
Univers ity and it s pre s ident , Fr.
Mc Innis.

by Jon Ellingson
Any expansion of the clinical
at ｈ｡ｳｾｩｮｧ＠
is problematical. From a ｢ｾ､ｧ･ｴ｡ｲｹ＠
standpoint,
the best clinical courses are the
most. exr:ensive, and expansi on will
depeLd ｾｰｯｮ＠
the continued succ:ss
of the Dean with the s<:.ate leglsl ature . Equally important is a
political problem, ｾｨ｡ｴ＠
is, ｴｾ･＠
ext ent to which the faculty vall
permit resources to be spent. on ...
clinically oriented legal educa"lon
In the past tte faculty has not
exercised an important role in
determining the direction of the
educational change at Hastings .
This was due primarily to the fact
that most of the faculty was at
the school fo r compar atively shor t
per iods of time. As a lar ger portion of the faculty is composed
of regular tenured professor s , i t
is likely that they wi ll demand
a gr eater voi ce in making educational policy .
Given these uncer ta i nti es, there
are two areas i n whi ch clinical
expansi on is most l i kely . One i s
a lar ger ext ernship pr ogr am. Hasti ngs is i deally located to pr ovide
clerkships f or sel ect ed government
ag encies and courts whi ch ar e
within blocks of the school. Advantage r eally ought to be t aken
of the pr oximity of these agencies
to the l aw school .
The second area offers the possibility of fundamental change in
the law school curriculum : integrating a clinical component course
with a traditional law school offering, such as corporations and
securities regulation, and presenting the combination in a uni fied program .
The goal is a thor ough training
in a subject area in which the
clinical course would be an integral unit. A number of the law
schools, including Columbia ｾ､＠
Denver have already taken thlS
appr oach.
The time is r ipe for innovation
in legal education. For over one
hundred years the case method has
been followed without question
by every major law school in the
country . Hast ings can assumed a
position of leadershi p in devel oping and expanding clinical education as an alternative to the
traditional method .
ｯｦ･ｲｩｮｾ＠

9 JONES STREET

/ -

Ｌ

Editor's Note: Where i n hell is the Hast i ngs ｆｾｬｭ＠
Society?
Out of 1500 student s , can ' t anyone get off t h:l r ASH.
Don't complain t o t he Laws News about t he borlng ｡ｮ ｾ＠ noncreative life of the law st udent . Turn on the Hastlngs
community with some egregious f i lms .

ｾ＠

ｾＯ［｢ＧＬ＠

ＧＨ ＧｾｊＮＺｪｬ＠

building Supply

YD.W\. ｖｾ＠
1555 PACIFIC AVE .,
OPEN DAilY 8-6 PM

k ｾ＠
.

(near POLK )

ｾ＠

ｾ＠

'"fC928 - 3000

SUN. 9-4 PM

FREE PARKING

-SEE YOU at

HERRINGTON'S
AFTER EXAMS
TALK ABOUT ISSUES
or JUST UNWIND

LUMBER CUT TO SIZE

SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL HASTINGS STUDENTS!

25C BEERS
$1.25 PITCHERS
- AFTER 2PM
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JESS GARCIA:
Why ｐｩ｣ｫｾｴ＿＠

CINE

THE PAPER CHASE: Law School as OGRE
by Rob Lawlor
This entertaining film is a
considerable attempt at presenting
the hard-to-articulate differences
between mainstream college life
and the rigors ,of law school.
By emphasizing such uniquely law
school emperiences as yellow marking pens, the Socratic method,
competitive students trying to win
the approval of a domineering prof,
a discussion of sex-as-study-aidor-impediment, the film spins a
romantic tale within the confines
of law school reality.
Law school is presented to the
viewer as a very competitive assbreaker that earns one a piece of
paper and an opportunity to lead
a life seeking other pieces of
paper, like stocks and bonds.
The above thesis, like the movie
is somewhat exaggerated. Law school
1973 is no longer the all-consuming
ogre of previous years. First year
is still pretty rough but less
competitive than the movie portrays,
perhaps because it is no longer
fashionable to flunk out a third
of the class. With a careful eye to
undemanding classes and profs,
second and third year law school
can be as easy as undergraduate
sociology.
In addition, the hypothesis that
attending law school is chasing
paper (a meaningless endeavor in
a cosmic perspective) is only partiallv true.
Assuming arguendo that "law is
paper," i.e. that legal machinations are essent-ially composed of
written words, forms, filings,
texts, horns, law reviews, etc.
without the aid of graphics, jokes;
rocks, kids, ｾｴｨｯｵ＠
a single paregoric. Only words on paper.
True enough, but complex society
demands word-filled systems of
settling disputes. Modern society ,
and the written word have a sine
qua non media-is-the-mes sage relationship.
So it is and so it must be. But
it ain't all bad. Given that most
legal energy, i. e. most paper is
devoted to richman law- tax, trusts,
wills, corporations, etc., still
law is a great profession to seek
j'lstice and effect ch8.'l1ge . The
movie does-Tl' t even hint this.
Back to the movie: good acting
and great casting. This is one of
the few times I have seen the TV/
mo'rie industry portray a classroom
of students that actually looked

•

Ｎｾ Ｍｾ

The current issue of Money magazine includes an item on Pr.ofessor
Jon VanDyke . It seems that the Con Law teacher has purchased an
exnensive Victorian house and inflat jon ｨｾｳ＠
stonped him from furnishing it. To Professor VanDyke
goes the Law News' " C'est dommage"
award.

like a classroom of students. The
director left the Hollywood exaggerations in Hollywood ... no thintied, horn-rimmed genius squirrels,
no Sonny & Cher hippies cum peace,
"medalion etc.
'
There is a fine portrayal of the
relationship between THE professor
and a student kn®wn by his last
name, Hart, who even cocks his
bow tie at the same funny 'angle as
THE prof.
Also, there is a great portrayal
of the heaven-like Red Room where
the original papers of the faculty
are kept. The "paper" metaphor is
brought to the ultimate in this
red-bound sanctum sanctorum . (This
scene is not unreminiscent of the
scene in 2001: A Space Odyssey
where ｾｬ･ｲ＠
DUllea explores the red
inr_ers- of HAL, the computer that
self-developed into a higher form
of being.
On the minus side, the ending
of the movie seemed really contrived. Timothy Bottoms abruptly breaks
out of his paper bag (so to speak)
by flinging his unopened grades
out into the ocean. The waves
crash as our hero stands atop a
boulder checking out the eternal
verities of Mother Nature.
This ending is real enough until
you consider that at the moment
Mr . Bottoms is "doing a thing" with
THE professor's daughter, at THE
professor's very expensive beach
cottage at super-zoned Cape Cod.
One last criticism . There is a
feeling that the style and the
speed of the movie consciously
imitates other college oriented
movies. If Simon and Garfunkel
had done the score and Dustin
Hoffman had the lead, they could
have renamed the movie "The
Graduate Goes to Law·School."
or "Goodby Cambridge."
The criticisms in this review
are of fairly slight importance.
The movie does well. ;t is a
serious emotionally involving
picture with a lot of really
funny scenes. At least go see the
$1 matinee.

......••••...••....••
ｾ＠

A vote of ASH reps and general
students attending the October 24
meeting was to hold a "teach-in"
in the Commons, to schedule a
moratorium of classes, to endorse
a press conference along with
seven other No. Calif. law schools
and to demonstrate in front of
the Federal Building on the following Friday, October 26, asking
for the removal of the President
from office.
A question arose as to the effectiveness of picketing. We have
to decide as law students supposedly responsible to the legal community Ｘｰ･｣ｩｦｾ｡ｬｹＬ＠
and the community at large how we could best
convey our attitudes.
Realistically, there is no
quick answer to move a stagnant,
sometimes inefficient government.
While picketing may seemingly appear to be a self-masturbating
act, the impact of physical demonstration has a times greater effect
than ｳｾｭｰｬ･＠
mailing of petitions
to members of Congress requesting
specific action.

. :-;ts-a

Pi ｣ｫＭ［ｴｩｾｧﾷｬＧｦ＠
student's collective direction of
ideas and sentiments composing the
group, but the group takes on
the same direction and our con'scious personality differences
vanish. It is this type of activity that leads to change. Telegram
and petitions while effective are
contained activities that lead
reasonable persons to move to a
degree deemed expedient, accomodating, and even patronizing. Grou
action does not let us forget that
although we have "levitated" to
a level of reasonable beings, we
are still beings that will retaliate in anger when reasonable approaches go unnoticed. By accepting these methods of expressing
dissent and not becoming myoptic,
the legal process becomes our fran
chi sed home remedy in affecting.
the course of events. With an understanding of these tools of
political articulation, we will
function more efficiently now and
later after leaving this institution.
.
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COMMITTEE FOR
A NEW PRESIDENT

.1

FORMED
ｾＭｂｹｲｮ･ｳ＠

On Thursday, November 1 a new
organization was formed ｴｾ＠
initiate and coordinate impeachment
activities at Hastings. The persons attending the meeting named
the new group the Hastings Committee for a New President. They
chose this name in order to work
for resignation as well as impeachment.
Those at the meeting were unanimous in the belief that the only
way to get Nixon out of office
whether by impeachment or resignation is through a concerted longrange citizens campaign.

" day
Qne novel idea adopted that
was that of a telephone canvass
by the students themselves. The
first step is for the telephone
materials to be distributed at
the committee table in t he HastingE
lobby. Each person willing t o do
some calling at his or her convenience can pick up a page fr om the
telephone book along wit h an instruetion sheet and analys i s form.
Current plans are f or calls to be
made only in the San Franci sco
exchange. Rusty Holden, the ori ginator of the plan, e s timates
that with 20% of student involvement, the entire t elephone book
can be distributed just at Hast ing E
Once the s t Udent' receives t he
telephone list, he is pretty much
on his own. Another organizer of
the drive, Steve Shane, felt the
ｰｬｾｮ＠
would be a very effective
organizing tactic. "This program
offers each person a chance to
put in exactly as much effort a s
he or she chooses," he said, "at
the same time it involves a minimum of organization. I hope a
lot of students pick up a page
aLd do some calling. We can only
succeed if we try."

I

.

Other subcommitteess were proposed for the involvement of interested students. The f ollowing
activities will cons t itute s eparate subcommittees f ollowed by
the present chairmen: Street
Canvass- Joel Ruben; Phone Canvas sRusty Holden; Speakers BureauClark Cavin; Events' and Fund
Raising- Steve Shane; Table Sc hedule and Hembership- Richard Keyes:
Liason with Legislators- George
Spanos.
In addition, there is a need
for the following subcommittees
which have no chairmen currently,
Letter Writing, Media Liason,
Publications and Graphi c s.
Any students with int erest in
organizing these fields shoul d
check with Richard Keyes. Any
students interested in "not
having Dick Nixon t o ki ck around
anymore" may inquire about planned
activities at the Committee t abl e
or may attend the next membership
meeting.

•••

and

ａｬ･ｮｾＭ

6. Oral-genit al contact is immoral
and pervert ed.
Men
Women
Agree
10 . 0
1.9
Di sagree
87. 5
94.5
No opinion
o
3.6
No r esponse
2. 5

SEX SURVEY
UNLEASHED
Last week you may have seen that
the Phoenix, the newspaper at
CSUSF, was crit icized by the CSUSF
administration for printing the
results of a sex survey which allegedly lacked statist ical significance. We wish to make perfectly
clear that the following stati s ti cs
derived from the Hast i,ngs Sex Survey also lack signifi cance. However , we publish the result s f or
those that are interested.
About 170 surveys were ret urned,
but we tabulated the responses of
only 147 of these. We fel t that
it was rather important t hat t he
sex and marital s tatus of each
party be made clear. Consequent l y,
we summarily i gnored t he 20- 25
surveys whi ch lacked thi s vi tal
informat i on.
Who r esponded?
Si ng le under 25
Si ngl e 25 or over
Marri ed under 25
Marri ed 25 or over
1st year
2nd year
3r d year ,

Women
17
14

0
9
Women
14
1"
_<:

14

7. Sexual contact should be
ited to only thos e for whom
has deep personal fee ling .
Women
Agree
40 . 0
Disagree
40 . 0
No opi ni on
15. 0
No r espons e
5. 0

limone
Men
25 . 2
61. 7
10 . 3
3. 8

8. Pr osti tut i on should be legal.
( I t should be noted that a f ew
responses substi tuted decriminalized for legal. )
Women
Men
Agr ee
75. 0
88 . 8
Di sagr ee
12. 5
5. 8
No opini on
5. 0
3.8
No response
7. 5
1. 6
9. All sexual acts between consenting adults in private should
be legal.
Women
Men
Agree
99 .1
97 . 5
Disagree
2. 5
.9

Hen
44
38
11

14
Men
16
39
52

As mentioned before, these are
the raw r esults of the sur vey .
Most of the questions reflect the
general attitudes and pr actices
of those surveyed. The only
question that explores tr.e sexual
i nteraction of ｈ｡ｳｴｩｲｾ＠
students
is #3 above. The results of #3
presented above should therefore
be fur ther analyzed .

The f oll owing questions were asked
i n t he sur vey . The results are
tabul ated as percentage f igures .
1. Do you have a sexual r elations hi p wi th a non- legal spouse
r oommate?
No Response
Ye s No
Women
10
77 . 5 12 . 5
Men
11. 2 63.5
25 . 3

Have you ever had sexual r elati ons
vrith another Hast i ngs student ?
(% of each class r esponding)
First Year
Women
I·fen
Yes
7.7
6.2
No
92.3
93 . 8

2 . How many sexua l partners have
you had in the last year?
Women
Hen
1.0
o
7.5
28.0
1
ＲＷＮ
ｾＧ＠
24.1
2- 3
35 . 0
20.5
4- 8
17 . 5
23.3
mor e than 8
7.5
2.8
no response
5. 0

Men
41.0
59 . 0
Ifen
46 . 0
54 . 0

Women
66 . 7
33 . 3
Women
78 . E
21. 4

Second Year
Yes
No
Third Year
Yes
tlo

We leave you to the final analysis .
Our only comment is to remind our
readers ｾｯ＠ bear in min1 Califcr nia
Penal Code Section 2e8a Vlher.
reading #5 above.

3 . Have you ever had sexual relat i ons wi t h another Hastings student?
Hen
Women
;8.3
50.0
Yes
59 . 8
47.5
No
1.9
2.5
No Response
Note : Of all those who answer ed
ye s, onl y one i s mar ried .
4. How oft en have ｹｯｾ＠
engaged in
sexual rel at i ons i n the last month?
Women
I.len
o
17 . 5
8.4
1
2. 5
1.8
2- 3
5. 0
6.3
4- 7
20 . 0
12.3
8 or mor e
50.0
66.1
No r esponse
5.0
4.8
5. Have you ever engaged in oralgeni tal r el at i ons?
ｾＮ･ｮ＠
Women
92.5
94.4
Yes
1.9
5. 0
No
3.7
2. 5
No r esponse

P{;:t.1t-4N
If!> HOkf>4Y
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FORUM
continued from page 1
students. The larger than anticipat ed attendence necessitated division into groups who spoke simultaneously on the topics of Employment Relationships and Law Office
Economics. A third session was concerned with the topic of Geographic
Opportunities.
This year 's speakers came from a
wide geographic area as well as
different backgrounds in the practice of the law. There were sole
practitioners, those from small
firms and senior partners from some
large firms. The panelists included
James C. Hagedorn '63 of Couper,
Wohl, Cinnamon & Hagedorn in Sacramento; Paul H. Alvarado ' 64, solo
in San Francisco; Edward A. Morris
'53 of Bronson, Bronson & McKinnon; '
David B. Mogilefsky '67, solo in
San Francisco; Helen B. Culiner ' 69,
solo in San Francisco; Wayne H.
White '61 of Rudy, Rapoport and White mark rennie
Informal discussions follow Law Practice Forum.
in San Francisco; Betty J. Browner
'68, solo in Hayward; Thomas Schrag
curricular requirements of firms,
them the technical procedures in'66 of Strom, Bluer & Weiser of Oakvolved in the day to day business
and financial relationships with
land; Ralph Yanello '72, solo in
Oakland; Philip Whitenorn '68 of a
firms - salary, bonus, profit sharof an attorney. The guidelines
being developed will be very loose.
law office association in Hayward;
ing, etc.
The relationship between alumnus and
Jerry Ackeret ' 64 of Ackeret, ColTwo panels concerning themselves
teaux and Laird of San Rafael; Ivan
student will be determined by the
with law office economics were
two involved. The alumni will bring
Halperin '71 of the Bank of America
chaired by Myron Etienne and Eugene
legal department in Los Angeles;
the students into their offices to
Freeland. Panelists were Ralph
Richard Hippard '65, solo in San
show them procedural points such as
Yanello, David Mogilefsky and John
Rafael; Michael Nave ' 64 of Wilson,
taking depositions, filing papers,
Vlahos, and Helen Culiner, Jerry
Jones, Morton & Lynch of San Mateo;
possibly sitting in on discussions
Ackeret and Jerome Marks. Included
Robert Bishop ' 63, Assistant Diswith clients, advice on what classes
in these presentations were such
trict Attorney in San Mateo County;
to take in order to specialize, and
items as overhead costs, how to set
Myron E. Etienne, Jr. '52 of Noland,
what is actually involved in certain
fees - whether to be on a retainer
Hamerly, Etienne & Hoss of Salinas;
types of specializations.
or charge hourly or a flat fee and
David P. Christianson ' 67 of Knapp,
methods of billing - recording time,
This program is not being designGill, Hibbert & Stevens of Los
when and how to bill, what costs to
ed as an employment situation nor is
Angeles; Dennis C. Poulsen '70 with
bill out and what to absorb. Also
it a personal counseling program for
the Transamerica Corporation in Los
discussed were the differepces,
personal
problems other than as they
Angeles; Ted Muegenburger ' 64, solo
advantages and disadvantages of and
relate to the actual practice of the
in Ventura; Eugene L. Freeland ' 51
the economics of sole practice vs.
law. Initially, this program is
of Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye of San
an association vs . a partnership.
designed for third year students
Diego and Lloyd D. Uber '71 of Prowith expansion to second and eventuvence & Provence of San Dieg;.
The third panel concerned itself
ally first year ｳｴｵ､ｾｮ＠
planned
with geographic opportunities for
In response to student requests,
for future years. Students interest·
the Alumni Association's Alumniemployment. Dennis Poulsen, modered in this program are requested to
Student Relations committee preator was joined by Betty Browner,
contact Libby Stroube in the Alumni
sented the first of several planned
Lloyd Uber, Richard Hippard, Ted
Office (221 GG). Signups will be
programs designed to teach students
Muegenburg, David Christianson,
on a first-come-first-served basis.
what they do not learn in law sc ho ol.
James Hagedorn and Philip Whitehorn.
Every effort will be made to accomThese alumni presented factual inmodate student preferences for geoIn other words, the practical asformation to the students concerning
pects of the law.
graphic location (bay area only),
salaries, growth trends in both poptype of practice and size of firm.
Eight of last year 's panelists
ulation and number of attorneys,
ｲｾｴｵｮ･､＠
for this second program
which indicates the value
the size, number and types of law
tha t t hese practicing attorneys
tirms and the job outlmok for their
also see in such a program . That
respective geographic areas.
twenty three alumni gav e up at
LOOK NO FlJR'IHER
least ha l f of their day to come to
A number of materials were handed
Hastings for this program also is
out at the Forum and students wishit's
at
indicative of the Alumni interest
ing copies of specific items should
in students and their growing will·
contact the Alumni ｏｦｩ｣ｾＮ＠
Plans
ingness to be of assistance to them.
are being laid for next year 's
Panelists this year have offered
program and students are requested
assistance or information to interto fill out and return the evaluaested students and will make themtion form included in the syllabus.
selves available to anyone who
Suggestions from last year were
makes the effort to contact them .
incorporated into t his program and
severa
l valuable id eas have been
Jolm Vlahos and Ivan Halperin
received from this year 's viewers.
ｾｯ､･ｲ｡ｴ＠
the first panels which
consisted of Edward Morris , Thomas
An offshoot of the Law Practice
Schrag, Robert Bishop and Dennis
Forum is another program also dePoulsen, and Paul Alvarado, Michael
signed to help students to bridge
Nave and vlayne White . The topics
the gap between law school and the
cov&red by tbese panelists ranged
actual practice of the law. Called
from what law firms are looking for
the Career Counseling Program, this
in employees to the time necessary
program hopes to match students and
to become a partner to types of
alumni together on a one to one
specialization . Also covered by
basis. Ms . Betty Browner developed
these panelists were t opics relat the idea and presented it to the
BANKAMERICARD ing to the type of work done by
As sociation ' s Board of Governors.
associates , conditions of employAt th is time, attorneys are being
MASTER CHARGE
ment such as working hours, procontacted to volunteer to take studuction of business and extra
dents under their wings and show

............................................

ｾＮ＠

FINALS PANIC?
all

Hastings
Bookstore

HORNBOOKS
GILBERTS
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by Terry Redmond

the East Bay. Although he has not
really survived yet, his approach
was optimistic. Neither individual
seemed to hold out incompetency
as a problem and both seemed to
ｩｮｾ｣｡ｴ･＠
that fellow members of
the Bar could be relied upon .
Although the fears of failure
and incompetency were not alleviated, it was encouraging to see
that they had been dealt with by
two past graduates of Hastings.
Another practical area concerns
the practical aspects of starting
a sole proprietorship. There were
two schools of thought presented
on this subject. Mr. Yanello advocated the "starting out at the
continued on page 16

ｃｾｎｓｅｕ＠

ON
GEOGRAPHICAL
OPPORTUNITIES

ＢｚＧｾ＠

ｾｲ､＠

?twa HUJ.4t
fu¥ud4lt ...

,•
6

IIUUt ｾﾫ､ｴ＠

As might be expected, the most
popular place to pratice law in
ｉＮｾｳ＠
California is the Bay Area. At any
rate, this was the general consensus of the panel on geographical
opportunities at this year's forum
on private law practices. This
was in spite of the fact that the
panel in Classroom B was evenly
divided geographically between
Northern and Southern California
people.
Emphasis was placed Dn two priｾ｡ｲｹ＠
criteria for choosing a
community in which to work: salary
and opportunities. Starting salaries ranged from a low of $7200
a year with small firms in San
Diego to a high of $16,000 a year
with large firms in Los Angeles.
Large firms (more than 10 ｭ･｢ｲｾ＠
in San Francisco were reported as
paying an average starting wage
of $14,500 per annum with various
bonus programs. The rate of possible or likely advancement must
necessarily be considered in evaluating the pecuniary benefits of
one firm over another. No panelist
offered generalizations on this
topic, although David Christianson
of Knapp, Gill, Hippert & Stevens
suggested that a very aggressive
attorney could be making as much
as $69,000 per annum within eight
years after graduation. Most of
the panelists acknowledged that
Los Angeles was the most aggressive legal environment in the state

MUST CONSIDER
POPULATION
AND GROWTH
POTENTIAL

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••
by Bob Epley

THE SOLE PROPRIETOR
A PROBLEM
OF ECONOMICS

AVERAGE OVERHEAD TO PRACTICE IN
SAN FRANCISCO
Jerome Marks 11/73
MONTHLY

EXPENSES

Stationary and supplies
One of the hardest things,to
perceive while in law school is
the thought of entering the legal
world as a sole proprietor. However, due to the present condition
of the job market the thought of
starting out on your own becomes
a genuine consideration. Fortunately the Law Practive Forum gave
•
some insights into the practical
considerations, 1ut more important
it provided inspiration.
The fear of failure coupled with
a feeling of incompetence, common
feelings when dealing with this
subject were adequately dealt with
the forum. Mr. Mogilefsky esq.
started out on his own in 1967
straight out of Hastings. He chose
San Francisco as his area of practice despite the fact that he had
no contacts here other than Hastings. This alone serves as encouragement.
The only other alumni present
that qualified in this area was
Mr. Yanello esq. He graduated from
Hastings in 1971 and opened his
private practice this last year ｩｾ＠

Postage

$ .48.00
27 .00

Secretary's salary

850.00

Rent

300.00

Xerox copying

22.00

Telephone

75.00

Memberships

25.00

Travel

110.00

Entertainment

48.00

Library

10.00

Business gifts

10.00

Delivery service

10.00

Malpractice insurance
Miscellaneous
Total

$1610.00

.••••..............•...••.................•............•.......•....•..•......
GEOGRAPHIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT
A. Population
Ventura County 376,430 (1970
Census)
444,230 (7-1-73
VentUra Co.
Planning Dept. )
Major Cities (1970 Census)
71,225
Oxnard
55, 219
Ventura
36,334
Thousand Oaks
19, 219
Camarillo
14, 295
Port Hueneme
19, 001
Santa Paula
56, 464
Simi Valley

When evaluating opportunities
for work, the young lawyer must
consider the population and growth
potential of the various communities, Population is still of ｾ･ｬ｡ﾭ
tive weight depending on the region's economic structure. A city
with a large business ｾ･｣ｴｩｯｮ＠
is
more likely to need attorneys than
B. Number of Attorneys:
a residential community.
Approximately 340 in county
San Diego and San Francisco were •
considered as being difficult areas
in which to find employment. Los
Angeles seemed to have more opporE. Size of law firms by geographic area:
tunities than the aforementioned
urban areas, but it was emphasized
Ventura, Santa
Oxnard, Port
Size
that smaller communities should
Paula, Ojai,
Hueneme,
of
not be overlooked.
Fillmore
Camarillo
firm
For those of us who may have
been waiting for our alumni to
27
27
solo
paint a rosy picture of employment,
11
7
2
we had tc be ､ｩｳ｡ｰｾｮｴ･Ｎ＠
Still,
9
4
3
it was clear that a need for more
6
2
4
competent attorneys exists. It is
1
3
5
just more difficult to find that
2
1
plus
5
need than it once was.

C. Influx or decrease in:
1. Private Business: Gradual,
controlled growth.
2. Government Business: 2
large military bases with
gradual decrease.
3. Population Change: Gradual
increase with laargest
growth in the Thousand
Oaks, Simi Valley area.
D. Peculiarities of Areas of
Specialization:
Prinarily general practice
with little specialization.
The larger firms have some
departmentalization which
allows specialization.
Additional
<\ttorneys
Thousand Oaks,
Simi Valley,
Westlake
23
0

3
0

0
0

Public
defenders: 15
District
attorney: 30
City
Attorney:
5
County
counsel:
8
Legal Aid
assoc. :
5
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A PERSPECTIVE-

•••
••

PART I
by Steve Bradbury

Grades, whether one likes it or
not, are a major concern of a law
student. With this in mind we have
discussed grades in general with
several professors and Dean Riegger.
• Following are some observations we
made from these discussions.
Grades serve two important purposes. First, they inform the individual of the measure professors
give his abilities. Second, they
provide potential employers with a
relative evaluation of persons they
consider hiring.
As yet, numerical grading has
proved to be the most practical method whereby those functions can be
served. Many law schools that have
abandoned numerical grading have
been forced to develop alternative
methods of making relative evaluations. Most of these schools have
returned to a numerical scale due to
the needs of potential employers.
The grading system at Hastings
is firmly grounded in a tradition
which favors limiting scores to an
area between 70 and 84. Last year
• approximately fifty percent of the
first year class fell between 76
and 82- -this means approximately 40
students are grouped within one percentage point. Medians ranged from
74 to 79. But the variance of A's
could be 7% to 25% from one class to
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* Formal education tests your ability:
to ingest answers which only occasion-.
ally coincide with you questions
:
•
* After receiving enough answers,
:
you begin to forget you had ques:
tions.
•
•
•
* After receiving still more answers, :
you begin to ask questions which coin-.
cide with those answers.
:
•
.•
•
* And you forget the questions you ••
brought with you to the school, and :
the task of formal education is com- •
plete.
:
•
by Scott O'Brien
:
(1st Year)
•
:
• • • • • • • • • ••• • • ••••• • • •••• • •
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another. Of course the limited
ＸＮｽ＾ｾＢｕ＼ｅ＠
scale is valid since the grades are
relative in any event, it is just
disturbing to some that the stan• dard has no fixed upper or lower
limits.
The Standard seems to have
passed from generation to ｧ･ｮｲ｡ｴｩｯｾ＠
Today, students are ｾｮｴ･ｲ｡ｬｩｺｧ＠
the standards that their professors
have brought from the past. Within
the college there is a general "gen- q.: WI-tAT IS v·E.RY ｓｍａｧｾ
Ｎ＠ HAS
tlemen's agreement" among professors
＠
ｾ
ｒ
ｈ
ｔ
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ANO
EMBARASS£
S
• coming into the faculty adjust their
/
PEOPLE.
WITH
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,
grading accordingly.
The school itself is expected to A.: PROF. YOWt LLI CA N.'
maintain the "highest scholastic
" standards" as described by the
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
council of the Section of Legal Education and Admission to the Bar of
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ning grades is what exactly they
:
SPECIAL RATE FOR HASTINGS STUDENTS
indicate. A great amount of the un-: 5¢ FOR UNBOUND OR I GI NALS
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certainty that first-year students • 6¢ FOR BOUND OR I GIN
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experience concerns what the proSTUDENT
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exam answer. Many professors feel
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the ,American Bar Association. But
:
••
•
we found the role of the administra- :
tion in the grading system here is
small. It serves more as an information source than as an affirmative
•
force in recognizing and guiding the
VI
application of grading standards. Of
course, academic freedom requires
ALL WE DO I S COPY. WE MAKE FAST, EXACT,
ECONOMICAL, COPIES FROM YOUR QRIGINALS BY
thet the individual professor have
BOTH OFFSET AND XEROGRAPHIC (BOND PAPER)
the last word on his grading.
PROCESSES ... AT LOW, LOW PRICES. USUALLY

ON A WHILE-YOU-WAIT BASIS. WHEN YOU NEED
THIS TYPE OF SERVICE, COME IN WITH YOUR
The most basic question concer- ': ORIGINALS SO WE CAN SHOW YOU OUR VIRTUES.

ｾ＠

by Rod Wickers
Many professors at Hastinge came
here after years of work at other
schools. Though we benefit greatly
from their vast experience, a collateral problem develops from that
prior experience. These professors
bring a particular grading scheme
with them. They are obviously, not
all the same. Consequently, the
variance in grade distribution becomes a major consideration. To
note the seriousness of that problem last year one of the first year
sections had 18 students make law
review. At the same time, another
section had only four. Dean Riegger
assured us that the sectlons are.
randomly selected and this disparlty
should not exist. However, he also
mentioned some professors have graded two sections t0gether and have
experienced the same disparity.
Unfortunately, it would be very
difficult to overcome that problem.
Though we could change the perc entage value afforded an A or a B, we.
could not alter the number of A! s
or the number of B's given. If we
attempted to do this, we would eliminate some of the flexibility professors now have. And anyway, who
is to say that one section is not
better than another section.(there
is no valid measurement device to
predict law school performance)
The possibility of a l'maverick"
poses an equally difficult conundrum
Presently, there is very little to
ensure that a new professor's grade
distribution will fall within the
acceptable range. Certainly the
catalogue provides information, but
it does not reveal the distribution
of various grades given. Consequent·
ly, the possibility that a new professor will be widely divergent exists.
To alleviate this problem, Dean
Riegger reviews the grades after
they are given. However, he maintains a "hands-off" policy. Once
the grades have been submitted, they
cannot be changed--by either the
Dean or the particular professor.
What this means is, Dean Riegger may
discuss the matter with the professor, but nothing more can be done
short of replacing the professor.
Many of the problem we face center on the in4erent difficulty with
essay-type examinations. For ･ｸ｡ｭｰｬｾ＠
in one investigation, the researcher
found that one student's test received grades ranging from 25 to 92
from various professors. However,
researchers have also determined
that the essay test is the only method which can effectively measure
complex learning objectives. We are
faced with a quandary. We must cerｴｾｯＮｩｮｬｹ＠
conclude that essay tests
will to continue to plague law students. However, we must also question the emphasis employers place
on grades.
Given t.hPRP nT'ohl.f!ms we 'can attach only a certainly amount of validity to the numbers given to an
examination. Within a given section
on a given test, they have some relative value. Among professors in a
given section, the comparison becomes less valid. Among students in
different sections, we feel diffident attempting to make comparisons.
More importantly, it is almost impossible for us to see how comparing
various law schools has much validity at all.
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Gather around all you little ole
kiddies.
This is ya'lls own home spun
story teller, Hominy Grits, with
a bit of a tale about how piety
and virtue are rewarded.
There was once a naive, sweet,
student of the knighthood with
a dusky visage, a smile and a
cheery hello for all the folks
ｨｾ＠
met in the great palace of
learning which he attended,
Greystone. Being that this particular soul took those he met
there at face value and with good
faith he assumed, since special
provisions were made for him to
enter the hallowed halls, once
arriving there, he would be held
in equal esteem by those and
from those with whom and from
whom he imbibed wisdom. After all,
it would defeat the £urpose of
his being accepted if he was not.
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The naive stUdent always following in the footsteps of his
examples, Pangloss and Don Quixot
thought that additional knowledge
could be obtained by looking into
the scrolls of the predecessors
to the Wizard of Pi and therefore
with the Wizard's consent, bor- '
rowed a scroll from him.
The tournament was on. All the
lesser wizards had been influence
by the machinations of the Wizard
of Pi and were in his power. The
plot regarding the dark visaged
stUdent took form. No matter how
many times he toppled his opponents, he was penalized for unsportsmanlike conduct of which
he was without knowledge and had
no intention of performing. At
the termination of the tournament
the student, in spite of gargantuan efforts which he put forth,
was most despondent, as he had
not placed in the tournament.

Why the melting
pot is really

-cR-

Weren't the good folks responsible
for his presence interested in
seeing him there, and wasn't fair
play and equal justice what it
was all about and wasn't he there
to share in the great wealth of
learning, drink from the fountains
of wisdom, receive encouragement
and ultimately succeed?
Sinister minds looked upon the
student's friendliness, good will
and ambition and decided it was
an untoward display lacking proper deference, indicating uppitiness and it was time to wipe that
smile from that dumb black face
and really show the brother what
it was all about.
The Wizard of Pi was just the
man to do the job. Old wiz had
come to the Kingdom of Greyston
from a distant land and brought
the reputation with him of being
a stomper on ambition and nipper
in the bud of displays by "upstarts" of a darker hue. (It was
an unwell kept secret that once
the wizard had been an "upstart"
himself) He was also known to be
a nit-picker and to be sentimental to the extreme over light opera and previous jousting matches in which he had engaged the
King of Pi, and events relating
to all those who were lives not
presently in being. The ｾｺ｡ｲ､Ｇｳ＠
motto was, "Backward is the
only way to fly."
The ｾｺ｡ｲ､＠
plotted and planned,
stirred his pot and thought.
Tournament time was fast approaching and the student approached
the Wizard of Pi with his usual
amenable countenance. "Oh, most
knowledge wizard," he said, "Introduce me, Extend to me the key
to the kingdom of Pi. Let me share
in the great secrets which are
known only by you." The wizard
chuckled under his breath and
thought to himself, "1'11 let
you share all right but the share
ye get shall not be a share of
the ie."

a Frying Pan
The student went to the Wizard
of Pi and reminded him that he
had in possession his scrolls,
which he had borrowed with his
consent. The student then asked
the wizard to explain why his
jousting had failed. The Wizard
said discussing the tournament
with him was futile and he had
no desire to do so. Not only
that but the student should seek
another calling because knighthood obviously wasn't his forte.
An appeal was made to the
Duke of Greystone who initially
refused to see the naive student,
but on third thought, the Duke
decided it wouldn't hurt because
his position was neutral anyway.
The Duke stated his hands were
tied because the wizards were
judges and in spite of the fact
that there was no uniform standard applied by all the judges,
if anyone interferred in the
tournament judging,the balance
of things would most certainly
be disrupted.
The naive student decided to
accept the Duke's position ｾｮ､＠
work harder to attain the pennant
in the future. He worked day and
night, practice was all he did.
He was so busy preparing for the
next tournament he was oblivious
to what was going on around him.
Occasionally he would see the
Wizard of Pi. The wizard of Pi
would furrow his brow and rumble
about his scroll.
One day a heavy knocking Vias
heard upon the door of the student's domicile. It was the courier of the realm accompanied by
the Sheriff of Conversionship.
The student was shocked as the
courier read his message: "In
the name of the good Wizard of
Pi you have this day been found
ｾｩｬｴｹ＠
of converting one scroll
for which you will be placed in
the dungeon and upon release
therefrom will go into Coventry,"
The sheriff stepped forward and
took the student of knighthood
into his custody. As he was
carried away he was heard to say,
"Just wait wizard, you'll get
ours."

NATIONAL MOOT
COURT
COMPETITION
by Liz Walker
November 7 through November 9,
Hastings played host to the opening rounds of the 1973 National
Moot Court Competition for Region
12, comprising all law schools in
California and Nevada. 36 competitors and their faculty advisors
from 12 schools participated submitting briefs and arguing before
a 3 judge panel. The topic of this
year's competition combined elements of Environmental Law with
14th Amendment considerations in
dealing with the implications of
a denial of sewer and water access
to residents of a low-cost housing
development by residents of the
weal thy, white village of "Bucolia'.'
Participants briefs, submitted
weeks ago were graded prior to
the competition and weighted 1/3
of the entire score. Oral argument,
in which two advocates from each
school argued 15 minutes apiece
were graded on such intangibles
as forensic ability, general courtroom maDDer, acquaintance with the
law. Orals counted 2/3 of the final
score.
Judging was done bv members of
a three judge panel,' composed
generally of one appellate court
judge, one trail judge, and one
prominent member of the local bar.
Judge John B. Molinari reported
that he was impressed with the
quality of all this year's presentations.
Hastings' team, composed of Julie
Chapman, Dean Mc Phee and Thom;;--Stanwood was narrowly defeated
by U.C. Davis in the opening round.
The eventual winner of the 3 day
event was Southwestern University,
represented by Terry Pantalev and
Ann-lvfarie Saunders, which defeated
San Diego in the finals Friday
night. Both top finishers proceed
to New York for the national finals
to be held in December.
The San Francisco Barrister's
Club, organizers of the competition, held a champagne reception
follovnng Friday's round for all
participants, judges and bailiffs .
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GALLOPING DICTA
Palladin
Letters I wish I'd written:
Dear God:
I voted for
'56, Nixon in
'64, Humphrey
in '72. Where

Stevenson in '52 and
'60, Goldwater in
in '68, and McGovern
did I go wrong?
Wondering

(When you voted for the one who
was young enough to make a comeback! - G. D. )
Dear Housekeeping:
Thank you for your scrubbing
off the "30 for 40" slogans in my
stall. They were disturbing my
quiet hour.
The Thinker
Dear William Boyd:
Are you the one who played Hopalong Cassidy? I kind of hope so
because after that last editorial
I was hoping you'd ride off into
the sunset.
A Former Fan
Dear Moratorium Lovers:
Away back a long time ago we had
a student strike and nobody went
to class. It was because the power
structure was making war on some
OK guys in the Orient. Well, now
the power structure is sitting
back entranced by the antics of
Tricky Dick while we go to hell in
a handbasket. Why don't we all go
to class for a solid week, answer
up in class, and generally scare
the hell out of them? Then maybe
they'd realize we mean business.
Cutting out for a day is practically business as usual.
Bored in Trust and
Estates
Dear ASH:
Your budget is a resounding bore.
Why? Because seven-eighths of the
student body doesn't know ASH from
SIMS from HALP from CJUPIRG. You
ought to give the students a voice:
assess ten dollars, then give each
student a chance to cast four $2.50
ballots for the organization of
their choice. The people who didn't
know what was going on would deserve to have ASH divvy it up. The
organizations that couldn't muster
student support would deserve to
be at ASH's mercy. (I hope this
doesn't sound like revenue-sharing)
Busted Flat in
Baton Rouge

ANNOUNCEMENTS
tc::=:::)Ctc::=:::)Ctc::=:::)Ctc::=:::)C

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
ON CAMPUS
The Health Service provides the
following facilities on campus at
305 Golden Gate Avenue, Room 200;
1. A physician five days a week
to see students on a "drop in"
basis. (Waiting time increases
later in the day, so please come
in early if possible).
Dispensary hours: 8:30 a.m. to
1:15 p.m.
2. A psychiatrist four days a
week for counseling.
3. A gynecologist every other weekWed. 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
4. A dermatologist every Friday
9 a.m . to 11 a.m.
OFF CAMPUS
University of California Medical
Center, Parnassus Street, San
Francisco provides:
1. Outpatient Department (clinical
visits). Students are not to go
to U.C.S.F. clinics without a
referral from our Hastings' physician. All appointments must be
made through the Student Health
Service at Hastings. The main reason is to have your records transferred to U.C.S.F. for your appt.
2. EMERGENCY SERVICES:
a. U.C.S.F. Medical Center Student

Health - Room 380U Monday thru
Friday from 1:15 p.m. to 5 p.m.
b. Moffitt Hospital, U.C.S.F.
Emergency Room and Acute Care
Clinic are open weekends and nights
ｔｨｾ｡｢ｯｶ･＠

facilities are for
emergency care only such as,
SEVER BLEEDING, BURNs, ABDOMINAL
OR CHEST PAINS AND HEAD INJURIES.

Colds, sore throats, ear wax, etc.
are NOT ･ｭｾｲｧｮ｣ｩｳ＠
and students
will be charged for visits.
COWELL HOSPITAL, U.C. BERKELEY
Care is not available to Hastings'
students.
We cannot give medical care unless
you have provided us with an admission physical. We have information
where free physicals are available
in this area.
Student Health Service will end
May 24th, 1974 for FIRST and
SECOND YEAR STUDENTS and on MAY
17th, 1974 for THIRD YEAR STUDENTS.
Since services are only available
in San Francisco and there is a
discontinuation period during the
summer, we recommend the Supplemental Health Insurance Program.

WOMEN'S UNION
The Women's Union office is now
located in Room 108, 55 Hyde St.
We are attempting to create an
office where women can hold meetings, recruit prospective applicants, educate the Hastings community as to the local and national
issues, and study or get acquainted
in a more comfortable or relaxed
atmosphere.
The Union is currently looking
for two work-study employees--once they are working the office
will be open about thirty hours
per week. A project in progress is
the organization of an information
file combining pertinent health,
child care, current events, and
employment information.

Recruitment efforts are being
aimed at three major targets: the
coming year's prospective applicants, high school seniors and
women who have been out of school
and wish to return. Letters introducing Hastings and the Women's
Union will accompany applications
to women, and we will of course
answer any correspondence from
women who need or want added information or help with regard to
their applications. Besides that,
we plan to attend college level
career conferences, speak at
schools in the area and produce
and distribute recruitment posters
throughout California.

Dear Hastings Law News:
Is it true Dick Nixon doesn't
respect you? At last-recognition!
A devoted fan
To whom it may concern:
At the teach-in there was a guy
on the platform I'd never seen
before. Somebody told me he was Dean
Anderson. Is this true?
Concerned
P.S. I am a third year student.
(If you're a third year student, and
you 've never seen him before, it's pro"
bably Dean Anderson. If you're lucky
he'll show up at graduation, and then
you'll know- Unconcerned. )
Dear Dicta:
Why is this column so short?
A reader
(All the news that fits, we print!Eds. )

LAST CHANCE
to hear
THE LOST TAPE
to see
THE CHECKERS SPEECH before the
IMPEACHMENT.
Friday, November 30, 6 p.m.
Hastings Commons
Tickets on sale at Hastings in
the Lobby.
Hastings Committee for a NEW
PRESIDENT. $1.25 in advance
$1.50 at the door.

Work-study positions with the
Hastings Law News are available to
eligible stUdents, Anyone eligible
may inquire any Wednesday from
2:00 to 4:00 in the Law News Offic
Work available includes editing,
typing, writing, photography,
graphics, and office and business
management.
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Last summer a group of Hastings
ｴｳ･ｵ､｡ｮｯｲｧｫｨｩｺｾ＠
a Forum Commit00
e lnitiative to
bring Northern California law
schools together in order to learn
from each other and to form a
ｾｩｦ･､＠
body for academic, econo-

composed a letter to Archibald Cox
supporting his stand at that morning's famous press conference, and
the group composed a letter to
Richard Nixon condemning his actions especailly relating to the
-1=
Watergate scandal, and urging him
to retain Archibald Cox as Special I_II
Prosecutor. When the letters waned
in obsolescence a few hours later,
the group organized a press con_

Ii

mlc,
political
purposes.
The
ference
for Wednesday,
Forumand
Committee
received
endorseat
Hastings,
oalling onOctober
schools 24,
ment from ASH Council to represent
across the country to show their
i
Hastings at Northern California
support of impeachment proceedings. ｾ］｟＠
law school meetings, articulating
Hastings has formed a spin-off
ｾ＠
the problems and issues at Hastings
groups to organize with depth and
!
and seeking aid from other law
committment an impeachment cami
schools in working toward construcpaign aimed at educating the
iii tive improvement of these areas.
community and at encouraging indi- =
ｾ＠
The group calls itself Northern
viduals to write their CongressCalifornia Law Schools and the
persons.
" members thus far represent Hastings
Another press conference was
! Boalt, Davis, USF, J. F. Kennedy,
held on Tuesday, October 30, by
AN AFTER NOoN WIT H
I and Lincoln Law Schools. Student
the Northern California Law Schoo11
KINDI-'1' OLD UNG \...E
II government personnel from Stanford,
again at Hastings, applauding
PL.ATO,
Golden Gate, McGeorge, San Franthe State Bar Association's incisco Law School, New College, and
vestigation of disbarment proceedDear Reno,
Santa Clara are being contacted.
ings against Richard Nixon and
The major reason for bringing these
his relevant associates.
The most incredible thing has
schools together is to learn from
At the second meeting, Friday,
happened to me, and I'm really
each other's triumphs and misNovember 2, the group formalized
frightened. Last Tuesday, after
takes, strengths and weaknesses,
its structure by setting up a
I downed a Guckenheimer pastrami
i_==
in ways that will help each stusteering committee to be the major
and swiss cheese sandwich at lunch,
dent body take steps to achieve
contact network among the schools.
I began to experience these funny
i its goals, and to overcome troubleThe entire group will meet at
sensations. In fact, I had hardly
some areas.
least once every month as deemed
I
stood up from the table when I
Sqme ·of the common issues to be
necessary by the committee.
ｾ＠
started with hot flashes.
i_=
addressed are the need for more
Hastings' representative to the
ｾ］Ｍ
Later that afternoon, while in •
relevant education, placement,
steering committee is Jeff Kroeber,
class, I began to hallucinate a
grading, clinical programs, admiswhose locker number is 327 and
great deal. I even understood
i_= sions, recruitment and impeachment.
whose telephone number is 626-9408. =
the entire Civil Procedure lecture.
Two meetings have already been
If you have any suggestions or
The worst part of all, though, I
held. At the first ｭ･ｴｩｾＬ＠
on
issues to present to this committee
was yet to come. After a nearSaturday, October 20th, the group
for aid, please contact Jeff.
ｾｉ Ｌ＠
sleepless night, I awakened to
illill
"
, 'Itl"".r" • .,••'• •I_MI.......-IMIIHIIIIMHlHtWHllllllllllllttHH.....IIII.1111Inrllllllill
-find feathers growing in my armpits. The feathers have spread
now, and although I can fight back
the urge to crow at sunup, I can't
help but to gobble about during
the ､ｾｹｬｩｧｨｴ＠
hours. What is this
awful malaise that has struck me
down in my prime?
!====

I
I

I
=
1

I
I

=
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Please help,
Milo Minderbent, I-D
Dear Milo,
There's nothing to get upset
about, kid; don't you worry about a
thing. Just let your Uncle Reno
smooth your (pardon the expression)
ruffled feathers.
ｆｩｾｳｴＬ＠
the Guckenheimer people
have nothing at all to do with
this. We all know that they serve
only the finest food, at prices
so low that any student can afford
a dandy noon repast, while they
totter ever closer to insolvency.
The thing that's bothering you
is quite common here, but few are
willing to admit it, least of all
the administration. Given enough
time at Hastings, anyone will turn
into a real live turkey. Usually,
though, it doesn't effect you
until second year. If you listen
closely, you can hear all the
gobbling that goes on every day.
You must learn to appreciate
the cosmic insights your hallucinations offer into that world of
turkeyprudence that lies ahead. A
warning, though: stay alert and keep
your guard up for men wearing tall
black hats with buckle hatbands,
carrying funnel-shaped guns, especially this week.
Your buddy, Reno

Hastings Students Picket Federal Building
after
Teach-in In the Commons

mark rennie
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GREY FOG
1M FOOTBALL
ofmB
REPORTS
MEETS
UNDEFEATED ID for HASTINGS CHAMPIONSHIP
PLAYOFFS .
ID over IA 7-6
On Tuesday, November 13, 1973, the
"1vfu.d Bowl" between ID and IA spelt
doom for lA, In a closely contested
and very heated game, ID downed IA

7-6.

Surviving sporadic outburst of
irrationality, surpassed only by
Bezerkely in its heyday, intraｭｾｲ｡ｬ＠
football is threshing
itself to a close.
Starting out as a two league,
twelve team program, involving
about 200 students, it has now
, been narrowed to five teams,
three first year teams, lA, IB,
and ID, being assured of playoff
spots, with lIB and IIID battling
for the fourth spot.
Tradition has once again been
thrashed to within an inch of
its everloving life; in a fit of
benevolence, second and third
year students placed tight controls, enforced for a ehange, on
team eligibility. Thus the "Upperclass Allstars", always a strong
closer, were prevented from stepping in and snatching victory
from the perenially uprising first
year powerhouses. (We all remember the IIIABDIIC pulling out
victory over IE last year). It
seems likely for the first time
in recent memory that a firstyear team will take the J-cup.

Rick Wilson's pinpoint passing
to Doug Price put ID accross the
goal line for the first and decisive
points of the game. The unsung heroes of the drive were Tom Fleming
and Bob "twinkle toes" Burmeister.
Not only did they block-out the opposing rushing attack, but also they
complimented "The Arm's" passing
with potent running.
But the real credit must be given to the defense, Coming-off victories over IIIB, 20-12, and lIE,
13-9, with four interceptions, Mike
Zacharia's horde stymied IA. Led by
Don Mulford and Dave Lanferman, the
crushing duo kept pressure on IA all
afternoon. Once again, Don "The
Bruiser" Mulford's rush placed under
standable pressure on the quaterback
forcing errors. And once again, Tom
Burns came through with a decisive
interception culminating an unbelievable series of abortive goal
line attempts by IA.
A truly team-effort accomplished
the victory over IA. The "SuperMud-Bowl" is next for the unbeatable
onslaught of ID.
by Rod Wickers

mD

EASES
VICTORY
over II 25-13
Previously unbeaten IB was
schlocked by the offensive output
of the , Gray Fog. The score was
25-13. The key to the game was
that IB could not stop the Gray
Fog's thunderous over-center running game. Guards Rob "Bad News"
Lawlor and Chuck "One-Eye" Dell'
Ario forged open the hole while
"Clean" Gene Erbstroesser and QB
Terry Redmond cleared the way.
Mike "Never Look Back" 'Douglas
danced through the hole for consistent long gains.
Some ｾｲ･､ｩｴ＠
must be given to
IB's passing game which scored
more points against the stingy
IIID defense than any other team.
The Gray Fog's special teams
functioned as never before. Especailly effective were the crisp
downfield blocking by Rick "Knock
'Em Down" Hudson and Dean "New
Face" Crowell. The season's unsung
heroes are the defensive rushers
Mike Malone and Roy Cogan who .
pressured IB into two interceptions
John "The Bullet" Feldman stopped
every run IB tried, though they
only tried one run.
The Gray Fog of IIID is this
!ear's Cinderella team. After havlng won only one league game in
the previous two years, IIID has
mauled. all opponents with the
･ｾ｣ｰｴｬｯｮ＠
of an early loss to a
flrst year team.

This season, operating under a
completely new set of rules, the
result of the pre-season MartinWelch ｕｾｵｲｰ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠
Committee Meeting,
went falrly smoothly, even though
there were periodic outbursts
including three unsuccessful iynching attempts, resulting from rule
uncertainty. The problems emphasized the need for clear and more
comprehensive rules and, most of
all, competent referees who know
the difference between a football
and a hockey·puck. (In fact, it
was frequently. overheard on the
playing field that the referees
had particular trouble with the
latter- "The referees don't know
.
Puck'"
one 0 f the more pop. b elng
ular comments.
- by Phil Welch

IIID's FAVORITE TARGET--THE REFEREE •
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LAW CAREER ON ICE
by Ian Fan
QUERY: WHAT PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE
heavily favored, just coming off
RECENTLY RETIRED FROM HIS SPORT TO
the regular season having set a
CLERK FOR A LAW FIRM?
team record for most wins in one
season (57 out of 78 games) and
most points scored (121 out of a
possible 156). It was, to say the
least, Shocking when Boston was
stopped time after time at the
Montreal goal by Dryden. (Who can
forget "Espo" breaking his stick
in frustration after missing two
point-blank shots?) It so shocked
Boston that Montreal won the
ｱｵ｡ｲｴ･ｾｦｩｮｬ＠
in 7 games and went
on to capture their first Stanley
Cup since 1968-1969, and their
10th in 16 seasons. For his efforts.
Dryden was awarded the Conn Smythe .
Trophy, symbolic of the Stanley
Cup playoffs most valuable player.
In his first full season with
Montreal, Dryden was phenomenal.
Playing the most games of any
goalie in the NHL (64) he posted
the fourth best goals against
average (2.24). Unfortunately, he
sustained a back injury midway
through the season; his replacements managed only a 7-8 won/loss
record during his absence, and the
mighty Canadians finished a dismal
third in regular season play.
For the unitiated, this question
may prove as easy to answer as
the typical Richard Powell blindsides. However, for the true hockey aficionado, the answer is obvious: Kenneth Wayne Dryden, former goalie of the Stanley Cup
Champion Club de Hockey Canadien
(i.e. the Montreal Canadians), B.A.
Cornell University '63, J.D., Mc
Gill University, "72.
Dryden prematurely retired due
to a financial dispute with the
Canadians, he is presently "articling" for a Toronto law firm at
the rate of $134 per week. (Articling is a mandatory clerkship of
one year required by Canadian law;
it is in some aspects similar to
medical internship. ) After his
year with the law, Dryden plans to
re-enter professional hockey, undoubtedly with the organization
that can afford to pay hockey's
best goalie his true worth.
Dryden first came into national,
or perhaps continental, prominence
when, with only six games experience, he was thrust into the number one goalie position against
the awesome Boston Bruins in the
first round of the 1970-1971 Stanley Cup Playoffs. The Bruins were
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Last season, Dryden led the
Canadiens to the Stanley Cup
Championships by posting the lowest "goals against" average of
any NHL goalie (2,26). For his
efforts, Dryden was awarded the
Vegine Trophy for the League's
best goalie and was named to the
first NHL All-Star Team.

by Tim Carlyle
On October 28 nearly 27 of
Hastings finest students sallied
forth to the Chimney Rock ｲｾｬｦ＠
Links in Napa to participate in
the 4th Octobogey Invitational
Golf Tournament.
After a despicably saturnalian
opening ceremony on the first tee,
the approximately 6 . 75 foursomes
took their turns hacking, slicing,
ar.d chopping their way through 18
holes in a manner that would
gladden the heart of Lizzie Borden .
Not an easy course to master, one
65-Clubber has described Chimney
Rock as the "most treacherous
course I've seen since the Roman
legions sacked and destroyed
Carthage Country Club several yearE
ago.With little frankincense but
much myrrth the traditional award
banquet followed in the Octo-Clubnouse in San Francisco's posh
Haight-Asbury district.
Several surprises were in store
for the award-wary group. Bob
"Bobo" Goodwin, with virtually
no talent and displaying little
real golfing ability, walked off
with the coveted low-net trophy
and green tourney jacket after
turning in a 52. Rooney "Tunes"
Olsen continued his dominance of
the low-gross award by scoring a
barely respectable 83.
The Octo crowd, disgruntled by
tte usurpation of the tournament's
most esteemed title by a golfer
of Goodwin's caliber, soon returned to a jovial banquet mood when
the fumbling, stumbling Walter
"Strokes" W'ilker reclaimed the
high gross trophy by carding an
incredible 145. As shameful as
his score was, it fell far short
of Alum Pete "I'll-never-plaY-Elgain" Hansen's all-time Octo mark
of 196 set in the Spring of 1973.
In a Spitz-like attempt to corner the awards market, forth year
student Brother Lyle captured a
bevy of three trophies ｩｮ｣ｬｵ､ｲｾ＠
what many consider to be an Wl,justified awarding of the "Poor
Sport Award".
Some prominent no-shows at both
the tournament and the banquet
include David Eisenhower and .T.
Edgar Hoover. 25-Clubber ,Ton Van
Dyke would have been invited, but
he declined such an invitation for
the previous Octo and the Board
of Governors decided to spare
both themselves and Professor Van
Dyke the embarrassment this year.

C-A'V'li?cNCE
W£L.lK'A N

Hastings' big 'swingers' gather for a little 'tee'.
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SOLE PROPRIETOR
continued from page 9
top approach". This method included an expensive office, good furniture etc. Adopting the figures
presented by Prof. Marks, this
approach could run approximately
$1610.00 a month, including a
secretary. This figure was based
on costs in the San Francisco area.
Mr. Mogilefsky advocated the
"sponging" approach. This entailed
occupying an extra desk in a large
firm in turn for research work,
the use of secretarial services,
used furniture, and promotional
ｧｩｾｉｄ｣ｫｳ＠
offered to new admittees
to the Bar. The approach taken is
obviously personal, and both individuals felt you could survive using
either method. As for as an over
all investment for the first year
was concerned, Mr. Yanello suggested the figure of $6,000.00.
The Forum also hit on other areas that become important once
one gets over the initial shock.
Most important was the fact that
economics dictate the type of cases
you must take. You are required to
take the kind of cases that produce
immediate income; e.g. dissolutions
and forced to turn down the type
of cases that appear exciting,
and those that require a large
capital outlay.
The Law Practice Forum did not
adequately cover all the problems,
such as where one gets the original
$6,000.00 but it did present the
concept of the sole proprietorship
in a new light. If one is not
totally optimistic, there is always comfort in the ｴｨｯｾ＠
that
is you have to file bankruptcy,
you can keep your home.

.. .................•...
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FACULTY ADOPTS
PROPOSALS ｾ＠ LIMITED
SUCCESS
by Terry Redmond
By a unanimous faculty vote,
students were granted voting power
on most faculty-student. committees.
Two students will also be seated
on the Disqualified Students Committee. The only committee still
exempt from student membership is
the Faculty Appointments Committee.
These were the major results of
the Garcia-Redmond restructuring
proposal and were allowed on a
one-year experimental basis. In
addition, the faculty did not approve student participation in
general faculty meetings and the
faculty-student ratio on the committees remains at five-to-two.
A fundamental provision of the
adopted proposal calls for the
ASH Council to select the remaining committee members. Interim
appointments have been made, but
these are solely temporary. Watch
the ASH bulletin board for signup lists and interview schedules.

INDEPENDENT
STUDIES

Guideline No.3. Work in the area
of clinical work shall not qualify
for the Independent Studies.programs, except under the supervision
of a faculty member currently working in the clinical program. Double credit shall not be given for
clinical work.
Guideline No.4. No student can
count toward his or her degree
more than two such projects, or
more than four semester hours of
credit, whichever is less.
Guideline No.5. °No student shall
normally be eligible for one of
these projects unless he or she
has a cumulative average of at
least 75. Exceptions to this can
be permitted by the joint approval
of the supervising instructor and
the Dean in cases where a student
of less demonstrated ability in
large group courses is believed
to be capable of better wrok as an
indi vidual.

Concerning the Independent
Studies proposal, the ｦｯｬｾｷｩｮｧ＠
was passed:

Guideline No.6. No project for
which a student receives monetary
consideration is eligible for
course credit.

Guideline No.1. Only full-time
faculty members will be eligible
to supervise students in the
Independent Studies program, provided that exceptions to this rule
may be made with the approval of
the Dean.

Guideline No.7. No project for
which a student is otherwise receiving credit units, fer example,
work done for the Law Journal by
editors or staff members is eligible for course credit.

Guideline No.2. No faculty member
will approve projects to be done
ｵｮｾ･ｲ＠
his or her supervision for
more than three students at one
time (and then only in an area
of substantive law in which he is
teaching or working).

Guideline No.8. All petitions
for Independent Studies must be
in at least two weeks before the
commencement of classes. Exceptions
to this rule may be made with the
Dean's approval in extraordinary
circumstances which may cause
delays in filing such petitions .

